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The other day the express company delivered about 120 pounds of books
from Chicago to Lincoln, or rather the Railroad Company which owns the ex-

press company allowed a little space in their cars for this package to come from
Chicago to Lincoln. The charges, as you will be surprised to know, were not
75 cents, but they were $3.19. The question for you to decide is why Uncle
Sam who sends mail across the continent cannot send express packages just the
same. The express companies get all they can. Uncle Sam gets a reason-

ably fair price for his work and keeps the good will of the people.

SOUTH LINCOLN PEOPLE TAKE NOTICE
The Express company will riot deliver free beyond A St., and the citizens have been up in arms. They

Want them to deliver to South St. The Commercial Club have been trying to help the people out. The
merchants in South Lincoln have been trying in every way to get butter and eggs, etc. to the people out
there for less money. The express companies have been paying big dividends and have been making fortunes
for a few people. The people of South Lincoln are over-charge- d on articles that come through the express
company.

The Initiative, Referendum and Recall
of public officers will probably be passed in some form at the next legislature, if the people continue to give it their attention.

Colorado now has a bill up for consideration. The citizens of Arkansas have expressed themselves strongly in favor of it.

It is about time for Nebraska to get in line. Fifty years ago the Switzerland people adopted the Initative, Referendum
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and Recall, and today they own their own railroads. --They own and con-

trol the liquor traffic. Many of the large cities own their own street

car systems, water plants, light plants and large public parks. The Swiss

people used to be very suspicious of their Jaw makers as the American

people are today, but they have passed by this condition now since they
have a better system of government than our people have.

N Two bodies of legislature and two houses of congress are unnecessary.
The Swiss system of having one is better. The constitution of England is

unwritten and is much better than our constitution which holds the American

people in chains and keeps us behind the times.

Teddy Rosevelt's idea of having more flexible constitutions is, correct.

The Swiss people have a right to veto laws; they do not turn it over to a

supreme court. The American people can learn much from the Swiss people.
Our city fathers have been very good and kind to put, the nice drink-

ing fountains along O St. Who ever was so generous as to open up the

little park at the city hall, and allow the chairs to really be used was cer-

tainly kind.

Is not the system on the street cars of paying as you enter a little better

than never knowing when you are expected to pay? Anyway if we have

the proper kinds of cars does it not show system and a better one.
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You will hot get bit if you buy of

any of the 6 Basket Stores.
No special sales to bait you into

the stores. You will trust Our System
when you understand it.

Can the 6 Basket Stores help out in the distribution of milk?
Send in your suggestions.

COFFEE GRINDERSFOR SALE
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